THE
SECRET
GARDEN
LAS VEGAS , NEVADA

Siegfried and Roy's Secret Garden at The Mirage in
Las Vegas, Nevada
"The concept was that of an ancient stone structure
discovered in the jungle" said Lyndon Stromberg, owner of
Stromberg Architectural. "The look helps to create the
theme and feel of the attraction. Millions of people a year
visit the Mirage. Siegfried and Roy specifically requested
that we perform the work."
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•
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Life-Like Animal Sculptures
Signage and Entry Ways
Destination Attractions
Customizable Designs

Challenge:
The 4 Kids design team loves opportunities to create and
construct just the right structure that will captivate crowds.
They needed to create something that grabbed your attention,
just like Siegfried and Roy do at their shows. They capture
the audience's attention. The finished product had to be
something that showed what this beautiful sanctuary was all
about- Big cats and Dolphins.
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Solution:
The artists decided to sculpt a beautiful entry archway that
would welcome visitors to this amazing sanctuary. Delicately
crafted themed elements to support this amazing venue, the
animal sculptures are true works of art. At The 4 Kids, a
creative team of artists, sculptors, designers, engineers and
architects work hard and pay close attention to detail. We
strive to create truly unique pieces that provide awe to
everyone and make the dreams of park planners come true.
Result:
The artists in The 4 Kids' studios created a stunning entry way
into The Secret Garden for Sigfried and Roy's beautiful
animal sanctuary. Made from glass fiber reinforced polymer
and glass fiber reinforced stone, are cleverly detailed bas
relief and giant cat sculptures.
Next Step:
Do you have a theme park or resort? We can create
magnificent entry ways, signs, and sculptures that stand out
against the rest. Our team of professionals can provide
expertise, guidance and custom designs to fit your space and
needs. We will help you from your project’s start to finish.
Contact us today for a free consultation.
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